
DUCK AND GOOSE BOOK WRITING ACTIVITIES

Results 1 - 24 of Duck and Goose Find a Pumpkin Literacy Activities This pack includes several activities for students to
explore lots of elements of this book.

How did Rocket come up with different ideas to write about? Try blowing water color paint with a straw or
using a feather to smear the paint, or smearing chalk with their fingers or other objects. Later you can talk
about why birds use these things in order to keep their eggs warm. Duck Walk Have your children pretend to
be ducks as they walk somewhere How Many Eggs Get a picture of a bird and make a nest. What else could
Rocket of done to discover new ideas to write about? See how many words your child can find that rhymes
with duck such as muck and stuck. Before you leave research on the Internet the differences between ducks
and a geese. The characters in his books are not the same but he shows that two do not have to be the same in
order to be friends, which is a great life lesson for children. Duck, Duck, Goose-ConventionStudents are going
to have different sentences from the story that do not contain puncutation and capital letters and incorrect
grammar. Write a different number on each bird. We will discuss them as a class to find different vivid verbs
that fit well in the sentence. Try to make some of the sounds using things you find around the house. He has
trouble writing his story but the little yellow bird helps him discover what he sould write about. Also, talk
about the importance of conventions and how they can make a story come together. To finish glue feathers to
the top of the heads. Then quickly push it under water. Ducks bodies are a constant source of oil that they rub
around their bodies with their beaks and it helps keep them dry and afloat! When it comes time to fly, Ruby
flies farther and wider, and soars high among the clouds. Make five little ducks and one mother duck and use
them as puppets to act out the " Five Little Ducks " song. They think it is an egg and fight over who should
take care of it. The children also paint with the feathers, sort them according to size and color. These sentences
need to be made into stronger sentences using vivid verbs. Hills writes his books in a gentle tone and moves
the plot along with a measured pace. It made the balls look glossy. Ask students what their favorite sentence
starter was and have students practice using different sentence starters. To make the smaller ducks use the
small paper plates. If you don't have plastic eggs, you can just cut egg shapes from paper. This book is a great
book for not only children, but also parents. Duck, Duck, Goose Children sitting in a circle. Students will have
15 minutes to pick out a small part from the book and practice it with their partner. Vocabulary Word Review
- Make at least five little ducks and place small plastic eggs with your child's vocabulary words written on
pieces of paper inside the eggs. Let you kids create their own bird nest. Hide the eggs under the ducks. Have
the children match the colors with those of Easter eggs and sort the eggs Make Your Own Duck Nest Provide
you students with mud, sticks, grass, leaves, twigs, pine needles, and pebbles. You can order an egg from
several Internet sites or ask a local hatchery most will be happy to help out a school Do this experiment to get
a better understanding of how the oil on ducks feathers help them stay afloat. It seemed to enjoy sitting on her
lap and kept trying to preen her hair. Have a home base, a nest for the eggs to be returned to.


